APPLYING BLACK-BOX TESTING TO MODEL TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE MODEL DRIVEN ARCHITECTURE CONTEXT
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ABSTRACT

Testing model transformations has played a leading role with the dissemination of MDA in software development processes. Software testing based on black-box testing, together with the “category partitioning” method, can be efficiently used in order to conduct the verification of model transformations. This study employs software testing techniques to an ATL model transformation in the MDA context and points out their benefits. The black-box testing method was adapted to the MT-PROAPES model transformation based on profiles and platform models. The platform models define the range of input models of the MT-PROAPES and are used for the creation of the test cases. The test cases were selected so as to meet certain requirements and increase the ability to detect errors in the model transformation. This approach makes the test process more agile and does not require any abstraction of behavioral properties of the transformations. The field of transformation testing and verification still faces significant challenges and requires a lot of research. Although having some limitations, black-box testing conforms to various situations, besides allowing its integration with other test strategies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing complexity of software development processes has encouraged the creation of the Model Driven Architecture (MDA). MDA is a software development approach that aims to transform platform independent into platform dependent models and eventually into executable source codes (Qiu and Zangh, 2012). The primary benefits claimed by model driven approaches consist of portability, productivity and reusability (Agner et al., 2013).

The MDA development process involves the specification of a Platform Independent Model (PIM) and the Model Transformation (MT) of a PIM into a Platform Specific Model (PSM) based on a specific platform (Loniewski et al., 2011). The PIM constitutes a model represented at a high abstraction level and defines the software functionalities, architecture and behavior. PIMs can survive the advancements in technology and software architectures. In its turn, the PSM is also a software model containing details of the target platform, such as a specific operating system or software libraries. Model Transformation (MT) is an essential issue in MDA. Transformation between models can be defined as the translation of a model from a higher abstraction level to a lower abstraction level, based on a group of clearly defined rules (Dube and Dixit, 2012). Several Model Transformation Languages (MTLs) were proposed so as to define and execute Model-To-Model
2.1. Black-Box Test

Model transformation tests can be carried out through the functional technique, as known as “black-box” testing, aiming at verifying the functional requirements of the Software being tested. Under functional tests, the generation of test cases is independent of the model transformation implementation, once it is based on the transformation specification. “Black-box” tests are widely employed in the verification of transformations in the MDA context (Guerra, 2012; Fiorentini et al., 2010; Sen et al., 2009; Fleurey et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2008; Lamari, 2007).

The conduction of functional tests in model transformations must follow the steps below:

- Generation of test cases based on the model transformation specification and the specified test criteria. In the group of test cases generated, every test case must define an input model as well as the expected results, i.e., the target model expected as result of the model transformation execution
- Tests must be executed in accordance with the group of test cases selected
- Results obtained in the execution must be analyzed, that is, the result expected for each test case must be compared to the result obtained
- Changes in the transformation programs (modules) must be made so as to address the errors found during the execution of step 3

The testing activity must define a group of test cases in which the probability to find an unrevealed error is high. The creation stage of the group of test cases can be founded on the “category partitioning” method (Chimisliu and Wotawa, 2012). According to this method, the input data partitioning is based on the assumption that the software to be tested behaves in the same way for a data group forming a partition class. The idea consists in dividing an input domain into some groups and choosing a specific test model from each group. In this way, data are partitioned regarding some criteria that shall affect the data input characteristics likely to have an impact on the software behavior under test. The “category partitioning” method is adopted in several researches that perform model transformation tests within the MDA approach (Fleurey et al., 2009; Pons and Garcia, 2008; Lamari, 2007).

The generation of significant models approach (Fleurey et al., 2009), based on the topology of the domain to be partitioned, can also be used as a complement to the “category partitioning” method. This approach focuses on the program elements that must be exercised and the coverage measures the level at which
the elements of an implementation are executed during the tests. Based on the category partitioning and generation of significant models approaches, the coverage criteria can be defined and used to select the test cases.

2.2. MT-PROAPES Model Transformation

The MT-PROAPES defines a PIM-to-PSM model transformation. Both the PIM and the PM apply elements of the PROAPES profile (Soares et al., 2012). The PROAPES defines a group of stereotypes in order to abstractly describe the services provided by a platform of embedded systems, based on specific processors required for their execution. The MT-PROAPES aims to provide independence between the transformation rules and the platform features by means of the PROAPES profile.

The MT-PROAPES transformation was implemented in ATL, a hybrid transformation language based on rules and designed to express model transformations as required by model-driven approaches (Troya and Vallecillo, 2011). ATL is one of the most widely used model transformation languages (Tolosa et al., 2011). Besides being defined by an ATL module, the MT-PROAPES transformation was structured by means of transformation rules. The ATL module implements specific rules for each type of stereotype applied to a message of the PIM model (Soares et al., 2012). In so doing, considering that the PROAPES profile defines several stereotypes related to hardware and software applications, the MT-PROAPES transformation is composed of rules oriented to the transformation of the source model elements related to each one of these stereotypes. The MT-PROAPES module is composed of specific rules for creating the new PSM elements that contain platform-specific features.

3. RESULTS

The “black-box” test together with the “category partitioning” method were employed in the transformation of MT-PROAPES models. The MT-PROAPES makes use of the ATL language and is based on a platform profile that contains several stereotypes (organized as a domain model). In this case, a group of appropriate test cases for the developed transformations must fulfill at least the following coverage requisites:

- Rule coverage: Each transformation rule defined must be exercised by at least one test case. Given that the ATL is a transformation language based on rules, the rule-based coverage is appropriate in this context
- Linkage component coverage: Each linkage component defined by a stereotype must be instantiated in at least one test model. Therefore, the idea resides in separating the components defined in these profiles in specific ranges in order to assure such special values to be used in the test

Given the fact that, in the context of this research, platform profiles define the range of the input models of the transformations, for generating test cases it is adequate to define criteria based on profiles and use them for the partition of the input range (Wang et al., 2008). In so doing, the selection of a group of relevant test data is intended. The selection of test cases, therefore, involved the selection of valid Input Models (PIMs) from a group of input models. Such test models are valid once they belong to the transformation input domain (in conformity with the input meta-model) (Sen et al., 2009).

The “generation of significant models” approach (Fleurey et al., 2009) was used together with the “category partitioning” method. In this way, the performed partitioning was based on the topology defined through the stereotypes established in the linkage profiles and used to annotate the PIM model.

Tests of ATL-based model transformations were conducted so that the groups of selected test cases were considered. To do so, it is important to point out the execution of an ATL transformation, involving the following steps: (i) Verification of semantic errors related to the ATL meta-model and the source and target meta-models; (ii) compilation; and (iii) execution of the transformation (Brunelière et al., 2010). That is to say, in the first two steps the verification of certain types of errors is already performed and the execution is interrupted, if needed. The syntactic correctness of the model transformation is assured by the ATL language compilation process. Thus, the ATL compiler verifies whether the program/model developed is syntactically correct in relation to this language.

Syntax errors found in this stage were solved during the conduction of the referring tests. Other cases in which errors occurred were those in which the properties (tagged-values) related to the stereotypes had not been correctly completed by the designer. It is yet important to point out that such error is not reflected on the target model generated by the transformation, given that the transformation execution process is interrupted by the ATL as the error is detected. In order to try to minimize this problem, constraints Object Constraint Language (OCL) can be defined, through OCL rules, thus making it possible to validate the PIM model in relation to the OCL
constraints. In this way, it is possible to anticipate the problem, ensuring that the PIM is defined in accordance with the requisites required by the transformation.

4. DISCUSSION

The state-of-the-art status of model transformation tests is presented in (Selim et al., 2012). The “black-box” software testing technique was adapted to the MT-PROAPES transformation. This technique enabled testing the execution of the implemented transformation, so the obtained result could be evaluated and compared to the expected result. The generation of test models by means of black-box technique has become more popular since they do not need to deal with the transformation language or technology (González and Cabot, 2012).

Although it is not possible to prove the transformation correctness fully, by means of functional tests, this approach is very useful in identifying errors in a feasible way and enables verifying the transformations developed without needing to abstract any of the structural or behavioral properties of the transformations (Gogolla and Vallecillo, 2011). This makes the test execution process of the MTs more agile and less complex to be performed.

Compared to software testing, model transformation testing bears an additional challenge: The complex nature of model transformation (González and Cabot, 2012). Generally, models are formed by elements of different kind and must conform to a meta-model, what hampers the generation of test case models and the analysis of the final result obtained.

Another important strategy that can be employed in MT testing regards the use of OCL constraints. A method that applies contract-based OCL to specify and validate a model transformation is presented in (Cariou et al., 2011). This method focuses on contracts written in OCL to validate a transformation result with respect to the transformation specification. Another method to derive OCL into variants from declarative model transformations in order to enable their verification and analysis is proposed in (Cabot et al., 2010). It is important to highlight that the verification through OCL constraints is more difficult to be performed, though its results are more complete.

5. CONCLUSION

The correctness of transformations is essential to the success of MDA. This study reviewed the employment of the functional testing technique as well as its stages in model transformation testing. The functional testing technique was adapted to the MT-PROAPES transformation based on its main features (platform profile and domain model). The employment feasibility of the technique in a model transformation, defined through a rule-based language, was also presented. This technique allowed testing the execution of the MT-PROAPES transformation as well as verifying whether the obtained result met the expected result.

More advanced techniques can be selected to perform the verification of model transformations, e.g., the use of OCL constraints. In this way, black-box testing can be integrated with these techniques for testing and validating MTs. In addition, it is important to point out that the field related to model transformation testing presents new challenges and still demands researches.
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